PURPLE TASKBOOK
Word Building
piece

plain

aloud

grown

through

plane

peace

threw

groan

allowed

Read the ten test words in the box above.
Write the word down that sounds like:
a) Piece ______________

b) Plain ______________

c) Aloud ______________

d) Grown ____________

e) Through ________________
Choose the correct word for each sentence:
a) When the children stopped shouting there was ____________
(peace/piece).
b) The train went _____________ (through/threw)
c) We are not _______________ (aloud/allowed)
d) The ______________ (plain/pane) landed on the runway.
e) I heard the sick child ______________ (groan/grown)
f) I prefer ______________ (plain/plane) spices on my chicken
at Nando’s.
g) My teacher doesn’t like us to talk ______________
(aloud/allowed).
h) Tom ________________ (threw/through) the ball to Mia.
i) Please cut me a ____________ (peace/piece) of cake.

j) My plant has ______________ (grown/groan) a lot in the last
week. Create a sentence using each of your test words.
Highlight/underline the test word in each sentence.

The above list is going to be your 10 words you are going to
need to learn at home. At the end of the week please
complete a spelling test with your adult and send the results
to your teacher.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Joe Wicks raises £80,000 for the NHS with PE YouTube videos
Joe Wicks announced last
week that he would be
donating all the advertising
revenue from his PE with
Joe YouTube videos to the
National Health Service.
Joe Wicks announced this morning that he has raised a whopping
$100,000 for the NHS through his PE with Joe YouTube videos.
The Body Coach announced last week that he would be donating all
the proceeds from his videos to the NHS, after experiencing
revenue 'unlike anything he had seen before'.
And during an appearance on Good Morning Britain today, he told
Piers Morgan and Susanne Reid that the total sum was at $100,000
(around £80,900) - and that 'every penny will go to the NHS'.
His announcement comes after he posted an Instagram video last
week captioned: "Words can't express how happy and proud I have
felt every day this week as the nation’s P.E. teacher. I’ve been
overwhelmed with the response and the support it's had from
everyone. As a result of so many people viewing the #PEWithJoe
workouts on YouTube the advertising revenue generated has been
unlike anything I've seen or experienced on my channel before.
Joe has taken the world by storm with his 30 minute virtual PE
classes that he does live on his YouTube channel every weekday
morning at 9AM - and yesterday's video has racked up over one and
a half million views on YouTube.

Answer the following questions.
1. Joe Wicks has been quoted to raise $100,000 in the article. How
much does that equate to in £.

2. What day time TV show did Joe Wicks appear on to announce he had
made $100,000.

3. True or false. You can take part in a session with Joe Wicks at the
weekends at 9am.

4. Who is Joe Wicks donating all his money to?

5. What is the name of Joe’s YouTube page?

6. Have you taken part in one of Joe Wicks, can you write a review based on
his sessions.
Grammar

Grammar Check
Common noun = person, place or thing that doesn’t need a capital letter e.g. man, shop,
game, book, river.
Proper noun = person, place or name of something that starts with a capital letter e.g.
Millie, Oxton, Europa Swimming Pool, River Dee.
Adjective = describing word
Verb = doing word (often ends in ‘ing’)
Task one
Underline all of the common nouns and circle all of the proper nouns in each sentence.
1. Henry plays games on his computer.
2. Mr Fan runs in the park every Sunday.
3. Caroline lives in an apartment in Caston St.
4. Dr Flood is flying on a plane to Norway.
5. Neena’s birthday is in March.
6. Fluffy likes playing catch in Victoria Park.
7. Did you see William at the party on Saturday?
8. Gerrard scored a goal for Liverpool on Tuesday night.
9. New Brighton was flooded because of the heavy rain.
10. Quinn saw Vebus through her telescope.
Task two
Underline the adjectives in these sentences:
1. The little man carried the heavy box across the wide street.
2. The red house stood at the bottom of the deep valley.
3. The narrow road was long and the children were tired.
4. The log burned brightly in the old fireplace.
5. The young lady sat down on the soft, green cushion.
6. The busy bee flew to the bright flowers to gather honey.

LITERACY TASK

The Teacher’s Day in Bed
Our teacher’s having a day in bed –
She’s sent her pets to school instead!
There’s . . .
A parrot to read the register,
A crocodile to sharpen the pencils,
A canary to teach singing,
An adder to teach maths,
An octopus to make the ink,
An elephant to hoover the floor,
An electric eel to make the computer work,
A giraffe to look for trouble at the back,
A tiger to keep order at the front,
A reed bunting (can’t you guess?
to help with reading, of course!),
A secretary bird to run the office,
A piranha fish to give swimming lessons
(Glad I’m off swimming today!),
A zebra to help with crossing the road,
Oh, and a dragon to cook the sausages.
I bet that none of you ever knew
Just how many things a teacher can do!
David Orme

Your Task …

1) READ ‘The Teacher’s Day in Bed’. Can you highlight or underline all the
NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES in the poem?
2) NOW try and write your own poem … you can totally make it up or you
can make your own version about your day in bed!!

Email your finished poems to eilidh.brodie@carwarden.surrey.sch.uk

